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Some skipped 
their meals 
to save the 
dollars ... 
They didn’t 
even take 
their lunch. 
In this line of 
work, they 
are exposed 
to higher 
risk of work 
accidents. The 
solution is to 
provide them 
with catered 
meals.
Mr Darren Tan
human resource 
manager of 
petrochemical firm 
hiap seng engineering

Netizens outraged over 
foreign worker meals
matthias tay
matthiastay@mediacorp.com.sg

SINGAPORE — At Hiap Seng Engineer-
ing, its foreign workers are provided 
with three meals a day, all fully paid 
for by the company itself.

The company, which employs for-
eign workers to build petrochemi-
cal plants on Jurong Island, decided 
to engage a food-catering company 
10 years ago after discovering what 
its workers were doing to save money.

“Some skipped their meals to save 
the dollars ... They didn’t even take 
their lunch. In this line of work, they 
are exposed to higher risk of work 
accidents. The solution is to provide 
them with catered meals,” said the 
company’s human resource manager 
Darren Tan.

To ensure that the catered food 
meets the nutrition needs of the work-
ers, the meals are evaluated by Hiap 
Seng Engineering’s management daily.

The company’s food-catering prac-
tices in relation to its foreign workers 
stand in contrast to those adopted by 
some companies cited in a study by 
the National University of Singapore 
(NUS) and HealthServe, a non-gov-
ernmental organisation.

The study, which interviewed over 
60 Bangladeshi workers living in the 
Tai Seng area, revealed that their 

meals usually consisted of a pile of rice 
and some tinned meat or curry that 
were often delivered hours in advance. 

TODAY’s report on the study, pub-
lished yesterday, has generated much 
interest online, with some netizens 
expressing outrage and calling on 
the Ministry of Manpower and other 
government agencies to act. 

Ms Saranya Krishnan wrote on  
TODAYonline: “Is it not a basic civil 
right of these workers to receive proper 
food and nutrition to keep them going?”

Mr Mike Chan, described the situ-
ation as “utterly inhumane”, while Ms 
Linda Chong said: “It is too unfair. 
Without these foreign workers, we 
possibly would not have buildings and 
clean places to live in.”

Caterer TS Group said those guilty 
of providing such sub-standard food 
are often illegal caterers that are not 
licensed by the National Environment 
Agency (NEA). “To save costs, they 
(illegal caterers) send both breakfast 
and lunch (at the same time) ... They 
operate on a low margin, which means 
they have to compromise on quality to 
cut corners,” said TS Group’s owner  
Sham Kumar. His firm charges about 
S$130 per worker, while illegal caterers 
may sell their meals for S$80 to S$90.

However, for caterer Elsie’s Kitch-
en, lower pricing does not mean a drop 
in quality. “Even the cheapest meals 

available in our menu (priced at S$2) 
meet nutritional guidelines and there 
is no compromise on quality,” said 
spokesperson Kyzer Ong.

Mr Kumar also pointed out that on-
ly a small number of firms here cater 
food for their foreign workers. “Most 
firms these days leave it to the work-
ers to decide for themselves,” he said.

His views were echoed by Dormi-
tory Association of Singapore (DAS) 
president Kelvin Teo, who felt that 
more should be done in ensuring that 
workers get proper storage space at 
their work sites to store their food.

He said the NEA ought to imple-
ment a policy that requires caterers 
to supply the necessary apparatus to 
keep the food warm until it is eaten. 
This will ensure that the  food remains 
edible beyond the four-hour window 
set by the agency.

Employers, such as Transvert 
Scaffold and Engineering and Ni-
shimatsu Construction, prefer to 
give their workers meal allowances, 
which offer the workers greater flex-
ibility when it comes to deciding on 
their meal timings. 

Mr Shaik Mohamed, director of 
dormitory operator The MES Group, 
said  giving the workers a choice might 
not be a bad thing. “They are given the 
freedom to decide for themselves how 
they wish to settle their meal options.”

His firm operates four dormito-
ries — three in Jurong and one at Ka-
ki Bukit — that come with a canteen 
and a convenient store, where work-
ers can get ingredients at a relatively 
cheaper price, Mr Mohamed said. AD-
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StarHub, M1 accept Singtel’s apology over smear campaign
SINGAPORE — StarHub and M1 have 
both accepted Singtel’s apology over 
the controversy caused by social me-
dia agency Gushcloud, which had of-
fered perks to social media “influenc-
ers” to complain about rival telcos as 
part of its campaign for Singtel.

StarHub chief executive Tan Tong 
Hai said in a statement yesterday that 
the company notes and accepts Sing-
tel group CEO’s apology. 

StarHub had earlier told the press 
that it was considering legal options, 
but declined to comment yesterday 
whether the company was still plan-
ning to take further action. M1 said it  
“will not be taking further action” af-
ter accepting Singtel’s apology.

Gushcloud was hired by Singtel in 
June last year to promote the telco’s 
Youth Plan. 

The ensuing campaign came to light 
last week after blogger Wendy Cheng, 
who is embroiled in a long-running spat 
with Gushcloud, exposed the agency’s 
brief to its influencers on her website.

Upon investigation, Singtel said one 
of its staff who worked with Gushcloud 
on the campaign had not adhered to 
the telco’s marketing standards.

The employee is no longer with the 
company and the telco has also ended 
its relationship with Gushcloud,  said 
Singtel Group chief executive officer 
Chua Sock Koong on Thursday. 

Say ‘ow’ to 
increase your 
pain tolerance 
Jean Khoo
jeankhoowt@mediacorp.com.sg

SINGAPORE — When they set out to 
study whether expressing pain vo-
cally would help a person tolerate 
pain better, they did not anticipate 
that the study would create such 
an impression.

Findings from the study, con-
ducted by National University 
of Singapore researchers with  
56 local participants, was pub-
lished in the Journal of Pain in 
January, and drew widespread 
media attention, with reports in 
The Daily Telegraph in the United 
Kingdom and United States-based 
The Huffington Post. 

Speaking at an interview yes-
terday, National University of Sin-
gapore Associate Professor Annett 
Schirmer, who is from the Depart-
ment of Psychology, said: “This is 
not my area of study and we’re new-
bies. So I was very surprised about 
the feedback. I’m very happy that 
even while we’re not very experi-
enced on this, we were able to make 
it meaningful for people.”  

The study is the first of its kind, 
presenting evidence that saying 
“ow” improves pain tolerance.  

Assoc Prof Schirmer, who was 
the lead author of the study, said: 
“Researchers have looked at a lot of 
behaviours, things that people do in 
pain, but they’ve never really paid 
any attention to the vocalisations. 
They were always seen as only an 
expression, a signal, for others, and 
not something that helps the per-
son who’s actually in pain.” 

Added NUS Faculty of Arts 
and Social Sciences graduate Ge-
nevieve Swee, who worked along-
side Assoc Prof Schirmer as part 
of her honours thesis: “It was un-
expected and I … how do I say this 
… (was) very elated and humbled 
by the responses.” The 56 partici-
pants were asked to go through two 
lab sessions for the research. Both 
sessions required them to immerse 
their hands in extremely cold water. 

“On their first visit, they were 
told to say “ow” whenever they 
were given instructions to do so. 
They were able to keep their hand 
in the water for 24 seconds when 
they did not vocalise their pain. 

But when they said “ow”, they 
were able to hold on for five more 
seconds.

The researchers hope that the 
study’s findings will be used in a 
clinical setting and patients will be 
encouraged to vocalise pain. 

“I think it is really important if 
you are having a procedure done 
to someone, to actually talk to this 
person ... if he gets an injection or 
kind of a painful procedure, it’s 
 really important to just engage the 
person into vocalising,” said Assoc 
Prof Schirmer.   

She also apologised to StarHub and 
M1, on behalf of the company’s senior 
management, over the incident.

Yesterday afternoon, Gushcloud 
removed its list of clients from its site. 
These include software giant Micro-
soft, online retailer Zalora, Action for 
AIDS Singapore, budget airline Tiger 
Airways and Citibank. 

Action for AIDS Singapore said 
it had engaged Gushcloud’s services 
through a third-party events organ-

iser for a campaign in 2012 as a one- 
off engagement.

“We are not sure, at this stage, if 
it will affect our decision to engage 
Gushcloud in the future,” said the  
organisation. 

In response to TODAY’s queries, 
Tiger Airways said it had worked 
with Gushcloud once in 2013, when 
the agency approached the airline for 
sponsorship of air tickets for a blog-
gers’ familiarisation trip. XUE JIANYUE

Upon 
investigation, 
Singtel said one 
of its staff who 
worked with 
Gushcloud on the 
campaign had not 
adhered to the 
telco’s marketing 
standards.
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